this weekend

 Enhance your privacy with screening


Bamboo screens offer natural beauty and complement any garden style

D

o you want a natural, eco-friendly way
to block out an unsightly view or add
privacy to an outdoor entertaining
area? If so, bamboo screens are ideal.
And if you’re looking for a wide selection of
quality bamboo screens, Bamboo Habitat’s
range is as extensive as it is impressive.
Bamboo Habitat offers an easy-to-manage
panel width of 1.2m. This makes the panels
lighter and installation simple. It also allows
you to give full rein to your creativity as the
screens can be joined for a continuous,
seamless look or framed for a more
structured style.
In addition, you also have a choice of pole
thickness and height. This allows you to
customise a screening, fencing or cladding
solution to perfectly fit your outdoor design.
You can also avail yourself of Bamboo Habitat’s
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backyard makeovers

personalised custom-made service should your
requirements fall outside their standard range.
The majority of the range is now smoked
using traditional firing methods. This gives
the bamboo screens a wonderful earthy scent
and a scorched woody-brown tone — the
perfect natural backdrop to plantings, garden
art or water features.
The Smoked Congo screen, featured here,
is comprised of 30mm full bamboo poles with
a staggered finish at the top, which ranges
from 1.8m at its shortest point up to 2.1m at
the tallest point. The result is a stylish screen
that is perfect for disguising raking, sloping or
uneven fence lines.
All Bamboo Habitat screens are strung
internally with 3mm galvanised wire which
ensures they stay structurally sound for
around 15 years, even near salt water or in

sandy and windy environments. To protect the
finish, Bamboo Habitat offers an exclusive UVresistant tinted Bamboo Honey marine varnish
to keep the colours of the bamboo screens
looking fresher longer.
For customers in the Sydney metropolitan
area and on the New South Wales’ South Coast,
Bamboo Habitat offers an installation service
and for those unable to collect their screens
from the company’s Sydney warehouse, doorto-door delivery can be arranged.
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